
 
COUNCIL ELECTIONS WEBINAR 2021 

This document contains follow-up from the webinar on elections to the RFU Council held on 28 

January 2021. 

Part 1 sets out answers to questions raised in the chat function during the webinar. 

Part 2 sets out those Constituent Bodies in which elections will be held in 2021, and the contact 

details of the Secretary of each of those Constituent Bodies. 

 

PART 1: Q&A from Council Elections Webinar 

Given the volume of questions, we were unable to deal with all questions on the night.  This 

document sets out those questions (by topic rather than chronologically), but does not include all 

the comments.  In a number of cases, several questions covered the same issue (e.g. role 

descriptions of Council members) and so this is included only once. 

Council members generally 

Is there a summary of the role of the counsel and the various accountabilities? 

 A role description of Council representatives can be found here: Election guidance  

Do you require a particular skill set form professional life or is it enough to have a love of the game 

and life experience of being involved in the game for 30+ years 

 There is no single set of skill that would be necessary from a Council member’s professional 

life, and it is helpful that Council as a whole has a balance of skills and experience.  Each 

Council member should be able to meet the role description (contained in the guidance 

here: Election guidance) which includes the ability to debate complex topics, think widely 

and communicate issues to and from the game.  A love for, and knowledge of, the game is of 

course a key part of a Council member’s role. 

Currently council member roles are associated with Geographical and Non Geographical CBs.  Is 

there any possibility of creating further Council places for specific areas associated with rugby as in 

the Women’s and Girls role....for example a representative tor Volunteers? 

 From a decision-making perspective, all Council members have to act in the best interests of 

the game as a whole, rather than for the benefit of their own “constituency”.  In terms of 

their communications role, Council members should be communicating views of the whole 

of their area, including volunteers (as opposed to players). 

Is there a quality assurance process to check that Counsel undertakes to ensure it accurately 

reflects the views of member club? 

 When making decisions, Council must act in what it considers the best interest of the game 

as a whole.  This may mean that there are times where a Council member votes in a 
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different way to that which their club or CB might prefer.  Clubs are able to ask how a 

Council member voted – either they could ask the Council member, or could email 

legal@rfu.com for confirmation. 

 The Council Nominations Committee have been working on a more formal process for the 

RFU centrally to provide feedback to CBs on Council members’ work, although this is not 

proving straightforward. 

What is the commitment of the council members especially if there are individuals with day jobs? 

 As a guide, Council members would be expected to do around 25 days per season – some do 

less and others do more, and some do many more.  This would involve around five formal 

Council meetings per season, plus other ad hoc meetings and attendance at international 

matches and time spent with CBs and clubs.  The meetings are increasingly taking place 

virtually.   

 There are a large number of Council members with full time jobs. 

Council election process 

Is it a requirement for a nominee to be on a CB committee or can they come straight from a club (if 

proposed and seconded)? 

 A candidate need not be an existing member of a CB committee.  A large number of current 

Council members are or have been members of the CB’s committee, but others come from 

other backgrounds within the game. 

Can a CB propose and second its own candidate or does a Club need to be involved in either the 

proposal or seconding?  The draft guidance note says ‘A CB itself can propose or second a 

candidate’ 

 A club or CB can propose or second a candidate – neither a club nor a CB can both propose 

and second the same candidate. 

When the candidate list is sent out to Clubs by the CB do we need to say who has proposed and 

seconded the candidates or can we simply say that they have been proposed and seconded in line 

with the RFU guidance note? 

 It is not mandatory for the list to specify who proposed and seconded each candidate. 

As the demand for a position on council is far greater than the positions available, is now the time 

to raise the bar and ensure minimum requirements are in place? 

 It has long been the case that clubs were able to elect who they wished onto the Council.  

Rather than introduce minimum requirements, perhaps the best way of ensuring the best 

possible people come onto the Council is to increase the transparency of the process, with 

the role descriptions being more widely available, and for elections to be publicised and 

clubs involved.  We all have a part to play in that and hopefully this webinar is a step in that 

direction. 
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What happens if your current council member wants to re-stand for a further term and there are 

no other candidates nominated? Does there still have to be a vote? 

 If there is only one candidate, practice has been that there does not need to be an election, 

and rather that person is elected unopposed. 

The leadership in union was a great course, what courses/ qualifications would you feel 

appropriate for future council members? 

 Leadership in Union will certainly assist prospective candidates for Council, committees or 

CBs, but it is not mandatory and it was not designed to be a prerequisite for standing for 

Council.  Council members can come from any background, but any courses, qualification or 

experience of management or chairing of meetings would help. 

Are there any absolute length of service limits? 

 Yes – in general Council members have a nine-year term limit, with some extensions for 

those elected to the Board, to the Presidential ladder or to international representative 

roles. 

To what extent has the time-limited tenure of Council members increased their effectiveness and 

quality of constructive challenge; better quality individuals than 'time servers'? 

 We are beginning to see mandatory term limits beginning to take effect now, so the effect of 

the term limits will become clear in the next few years. 

What advice to you have for CBs that need to get better at identifying potential Council members 

and how to develop them to have the confidence to put themselves forward, especially when there 

is lack of knowledge from the game on how you can put yourself forward for election.  

 To be proactive and to contact clubs and referee societies to look at those who have not 

been involved in the CB structures so far.  Potentially invite those individuals to shadow 

existing Council members or members of the CB management committee, or invite them to 

observe a range of meetings. 

 [Response from a participant in the chat:] Re diversity I think we need to start by looking and 

opening upt our wider pool of volunteers through clubs and CBs and develop pathways etc. 

So not just thinking about the Council Rep as that will happen, It needs to be much wider 

right across all opportunities. 

New Council members 

What training do Council members get? 

 New Council members are given a mentor, and can meet regularly with the Council 

Nominations Committee to discuss their possible career within the RFU.  While there is no 

formal training programme, Council members are regularly briefed in meetings and informal 

calls on financial, legal and other relevant issues. 



 
General questions 

All sports will return from this pandemic with a great deal of trepidation - will this be a much 

tougher challenge than years gone by for rugby union? If so what extra challenges will council face 

and what does it require in its members? 

 Certainly there will be a range of additional challenges – given Council’s governance role, 

members of Council will need to think strategically and over a longer term to see how the 

sporting and more general landscape will change. 

Are issues about how admin systems such as GMS are specified and implemented looked at by 

counsel? 

 Yes – these issues are examined by Council – there are reports direct to the Council, but 

more active discussion is undertaken through the sub-committee structure.  Ultimately the 

day to day work, including specification of technology systems, is an executive matter under 

the supervision of the Board, with Council having a broader oversight role. 

Looking at developing the Game itself, what platform  does council members have to drive 

development of Club coaches / players / player pathways? 

 Much of this work is done through the sub-committee structure.  Individuals do not need to 

be members of Council to do that, and could look at contributing to these committees as 

independent members.  

Successful candidates will also be members of the Board of their CBs? There is a lot of change 

going on there too …. how difficult is that going to be in this new environment post changes to the 

Community game support from the RFU? 

 Different CBs take different approaches, but generally Council members would be members 

of CBs’ management committees or at least attend ex officio.  There are certainly challenges 

for CBs as well as for clubs and the RFU more widely. 

Can RFU promote Council members via vlogs on ER.com/social media to share backgrounds. 

experience, knowledge etc? 

 This is interesting, and something we can pick up. 

Both Leadership in Union (for CB volunteers) and the Leadership Academy (predominantly for club 

volunteers) have developed leaders in our game.  Alex Thompson and his colleagues have done a 

terrific job - as well as all the volunteer mentors in the CB.  Will the investment in these 

programmes be prioritised? (acknowledging the hit revenue has taken) 

 Investing in the future of governance of the game is vital – planning for rugby investment for 

future seasons is happening at the moment. 

What do Council members do to actively challenge their natural unconscious biases? 



 
 Currently there is no formal unconscious bias training, which could be considered; Council 

members are encouraged to check and challenge one another, and having Council members 

from a broad background can mitigate against this. 

In the interests of transparency are the minutes of council meetings shared publicly shortly after 

the meeting? 

 Minutes of those meetings are kept confidential.  Part of Council members’ role is to 

communicate what happens at Council, and what is communicated from the Board and 

Executive.  A more formal means of communicating Council decisions would be helpful so 

we will take this on board. 

How different are the opinions of the members when debating and discussing the game at council 

meetings? 

 [Response from a Council member on the chat:] Often very different!! 

Why do you think that there is such a disconnect between the RFU Council and grass roots, and 

does it even exist?? 

 A key part of Council’s role is to give a voice to the grass roots game in the decision-making 

structure.  If anyone thinks there is this disconnect, then do contact your Council member, 

make your views known. 



 
PART 2: Elections to be held in 2021 

Berkshire - HonSecBerks@RFU.com or lucyvmoore@hotmail.co.uk 

Buckinghamshire - swinmanbucksrugby@outlook.com  

Cheshire - HonorarySecretary-Cheshire@RFU.com   

Cornwall - cb-honsec-cornwall@RFU.com or terry344@sky.com   

Devon - TreveMitchell@rfu.com  

Eastern Counties - Rogerpierson101@gmail.com  

East Midlands - admin@emru.co.uk 

England Colleges - elisa_blackborough@hotmail.com  

Gloucestershire - admin@grfu.org 

Hampshire - hampshirerugby@yahoo.co.uk  

Kent - office@kent-rugby.org  

Lancashire - honsec.lancashirerfu@gmail.com  

Leicestershire - hon-sec@leicestershirerugbyunion.co.uk  

Middlesex - countyoffice@middlesexrugby.com  

North Midlands - northmidsrfu@gmail.com  

Rugby Football Referees Union - ian.woodgate@btinternet.com  

Staffordshire - cb-honsec-staffs@therfu.com  

Surrey - honsecretary@surreyrugby.co.uk  

Yorkshire - secretary@yorkshirerfu.co.uk  
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